**ACTIVITY DETAILS**

**AGE**
10+

**MATERIALS**
Maps
Controls with punches
Bing-O cards

**TIME**
15 minutes - 30 minutes

**GOAL**
To learn and practice folding, thumbing, and orienting

---

**INSTRUCTIONS**

**SET UP**
- Plan a Score-O style course with no control codes on the map
- Print and cut out Bing-O cards
- Place controls

**ACTIVITY**
- Provide a map and Bing-O card to each participant
- Tell participants that they may visit the controls in any order but that they should focus on folding and thumbing the map
- Participants mass start
- When participants find a control, they may only punch it if they have a matching control code on their Bing-O card
- Once participants have a complete line of punched boxes in any direction on their card, they may return to the start
- Finished participants may take a new card or continue filling in their card to get more lines